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Analysis - graphs  

 
16.5.20, 8:00 - 16.5.20, 12:13 

 

 

 

What reasons did you have to participate in the Hackathon? (Please mark all that apply.)   (n = 41) 
 Možnih je več odgovorov 

 
 
 

Answers 

  improve programming skills 

  time challenge 24h 

  lock down is getting verrry boring! 
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Please evaluate the Hackathon. How far do you agree or disagree with the following statements (scale: 1 = I strongly disagree,  7 = I strongly 

agree)   (n = 41) 

 
 

 

 

 

Please evaluate if your participation in Hackathon  improved your following competencies. (scale: 1 = I strongly disagree,  7 = I strongly 

agree)   (n = 41) 
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Please evaluate your teamwork   (n = 41) 

 
 

 

 

 

Please describe dynamics, communication, synergy and satisfaction in your team.  

 

  we had some technical difficulties in communication. but overall it was a good communication and dynamic 

  we had downs and ups, but our dynamic thinking help us to break through this hackathone. 

  it was very good and smooth. but when we were coming to conclusion it seems that someone gets more stressed out and we have some 

problems with conversations. overall it was amazing team experience and i love my team mates. hope to cooperate and meet they one day. 

  we were so lucky to be in the same team, we were never arguing, just brief discussion and positive atmosphere. we are happy about our work, 

not sleeping affected us in the way that we became less productive and slower, but that doesnt stop our overall spirit. 

  a+ 

  good dynamic 

  friendly, helpfull, fun 

  sometimes bumpy but overall good 

  the team members from the eastern europe were very helpfull, motivated and really used the communication channel. but the south african 

student were really absent in the hackaton in general and also on whatsapp which led to frustrations with some team members. 

  very dynamic and strenuous 

  perfecy team mates 

  our team was collection of hard-working and energetic students 

  very good 

  it was ok. 

  amazing 

  our ideas were constantly changing because of the different opinions the mentors had. communication was bad midway but we pulled 

through. 

  used microsoft teams as a communication tool and whatsapp 

  i really had a lot of fun with them, will miss them 

  it was great! 

  overall really good 
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  sufficient, but lacking in certain areas 

  communication and way of thinking of our group were quite in sync. we made decisions easilly and had a lot of fun during the challenge 

  all team members were continuously engaged and contributed fairly to the assigned work load 

  due to some of the not so active team members, the rest of the team make a great job and i am happy that i was having the opportunity to be 

able to work with them. we did not sleep all the night and we were having constant communication. we were developing our project until 

morning and we are really proof of that. 

  from 8 people, 4 were working without stopping, with jokes and in general good communication. the rest disappeared in the first h of the 

event. 

  fan-fricken-tasric 

  it was a pleasure to work with them. very strong team. 

  amazing synergy, but a shame that there is a difference between a group and a team. there was a huge difference in initiative taking team 

members 

  satisfying 

J 

  30 / 40

 

 

 

 

How do you evaluate the use of ZOOM? ( 1 very bad - 7 excellent)   (n = 41) 

 
 

 

 

 

Please describe your experience and usefullness of ZOOM.  

 

  i experience some small issues 

  easy to use 

  not so useful i prefer teams 

  very good tool, i like it 

  breakout rooms were useful 

  good enough, breakout rooms are handy 
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  it is just great and easy. 

  zoom itself is well made and user friendly 

  it was great, i really liked breakout room, but i hope that in future there will be breakout rooms from breakout rooms. 

  zoom was a good program to use but the use of it for this event wasnt a proper solution. the connections broke often and thus we had to 

rejoin chats often to understand what was said. 

  it was good that all the mentors were present when we needed them. 

  effective 

  it was okay. an extra breakout room inside the breakout room would have been nice for breaking up into groups 

  very high tech and useful 

  i learnd to use breakout rooms and other hacks at zoom. 

  first experience with zoom, all positive opinions 

  it was ok 

  love it 

  highly effective - especially given the break out room functionality and ask for help 

  i use zoom also for online lectures. so there wasnt anyhing new for me. i really love zoom platform. 

  its an expensive platform 

  ive had better zoom experiences 

  personally as an it student, i would use discord with the main selling point that discord is more robust then zoom 

  very like it - the best of all online meeting solutions! :) 

  it was usefull and practical 

  lacks some standard functions like global mute, no need to reassign teams. but overall quite useful. 

  practical but flawed 

  good, but sometimes were problems with sound 

  ok 

  easy to use and handy for communication 

  30 / 39
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How do you assess the moderation organizers / mentors?   (n = 41) 

 
 

 

 

 

Would you participate in educational programs like this Hachathon again? Please mark one.   (n = 41) 

 
 

 

 

 

Why wouldn't you participate in a Hackathon again?   

 

  24 hours is too long 

  it is exhausting not to sleep all night 

  hard to stay awake and give and be in it 100% 

  not yes or no.  it really depends on the subjectof the hackaton. 

  1. it doesnt make sense to work, when you want to sleep.  2. i dont like to work with people who have no sense of responsibility. 
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Would you recommend this Hackathon to a friend?   (n = 36) 

 
 

 

 

 

Why would/would you not recommend this Hackathon to a friend? (please specify)   

 

  x 

  i would recommend because its great oppurtunity to improve communication and organisation skills. 

  if you have serious health problems, and you need to sleep - well, hackathon is not for you, sorry. otherwise - offcourse do it!!! 

  it is a nice experience 

  its fun and educational 

  if he have wife and 3 kids, because if he will be in one room 24 h, wife will not be happy 

  for working independently and in a team 

  ive done it twice and its really an experience you can get no were else 

expierience and chalenge 

  working for 24h in virtual teams. 

  to challenge themselves, because it is not easy but it is good four your personal development. 

  time 

  because it is unique expierance, everyone would need to try out. 

  it is just a fun learning experience and a great experience to meet awesome people 

  i would recommend it because it is fun, you get to meet new people and see how your skills can be used in real life 

  i would 

  24 hours is too long 

  you get to develop yourself as an individual, as a team member and otherwise 

  because its a unique experience unlike conventional developing that challenges you to think outside the box but into a timeframe. 

  it develops ones knowledge. 
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  experience and competition 

  its a lot of fun! 

  if you have passed this hackathon, then you have won yourself. 

  its a fun challenge with interesting cases to study and find a solution for 

  because it is useful 

  the general expericience was good 

  good: diverse teammembers (education, nationality,...) 

  great learning experience 

  i would recommend it to everyone because of all the things i have marked on first question 

  it is a great opportunity to develop professional experience. 

  30 / 41

 

 

 

 

What is your age?   (n = 41) 

 
 

 

 

 

What is your gender?   (n = 41) 
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What is your nationality? (please specify)   

 

  slovenia 

  latvian 

  dutch 

  the netherlands 

  croat 

  african 

  belgium 

  south-african 

  south african 

  belgian 

  uzbekistan 

Belgian 

  south africa 

  slovenian 

  netherlands 

  croatia 

  croatian 

 

 

 

 

What is the highest level of education you have completed?   (n = 41) 
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What university/college is your home university/college? (please specify)   

 

fontys ICT 

  doba faculty 

  ba school of business and finance 

  belgium campus 

  ucll 

  belgium campus (sa) 

  ba school of business and finance, latvia 

  belgium campus itversity 

age faculty 

ucll proximus haasrode 

  avans university of applied sciences 

  ucll leuven 

time, slowenia 

  uc leuven limburg 

  belgium campus itversity (pretoria north) 

Time 

fontys tilburg 

  uc limburg 

 

 

 

 

What kind of experience with cross-border mobility do you have? Please mark all that apply.   (n = 41) 
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What was the best thing/experience for you?   

 

  people 

  the friendly staff, the feedback sessions 

  -communication with all kind profile of people 

  the teammebers and teamwork 

  getting to know new people 

  the people 

  just working together and motivating each other, of course playing together scrable online as a rest of working. 

  meeting new people 

  that i have the ability to work in a time frame and that i am good and changeless. also, i am improving my english and meeting new people and 

their ways of thinking. 

  communication with people from different countries 

  communicating with the team 

  working with the different people and learning about them. 

  1. the dj-coach comming in to our breakout room, he really got us out of a low point because a some team members were even thinking about 

quiting. he gave us new hope and our final idea. so big thanks to him   2. the validation from the other team members on my work with the 

website 

  brainstorming and sharing of ideas, 

  team meetings where things take shape radically fast. 

  everything 

  be awake all night and dont panic about failures. 

  meeting new people from all over the globe 

  the challenge to stay up and keep working 

  meeting new people and working with them 

  interacting with people from different fields 

  making new friends and working with people of different nationalities, disciplines and skill levels. 

  all the time talk and work with english language. 

  being up for 24 hours and interacting with international students 

  work in diverse cultural surroundings 

  communicating with students from other countrys. getting the support when its needed to improve tasks and skills. 

  the best thing about this hackathon was that we had to create a solution for a current problem in the real world, not an imaginary something 

that isnt possible to be implemented. 

  new acquaintances and various study fields collaborating 

  i loved teamwork with people from all over the world. and the innovative process. 
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  30 / 40

What would you recommend for future Hackathons?   

 

  maybe try to put more similar comands together; with similar interests.   keep your energy and spirit :) 

  enough coffee 

  keep the same entusiasm! excelent! 

  you have to try it to believe it! 

  sleep before 

  give the students more freedom in their subject or let them select a project.  freedom in the selection of project gives more interesting 

results.  free coffee? :) 

  check the stability of the networking platform a bit more before trying to use one for this many students and teachers. 

  perhaps include more topics to choose from 

  i would recommend some lunch or coffee breaks, when everyone is taking a break. 

  keep good work! 

  do them 12 hours in stead of 24 

  sleep well before hackathon. :) 

  the same but longer. i would change it to 36 hours with a mandatory 8hrs resting period. 8 in the morning until 8 the next evening. 

  strickter time regulations 

  polishing details. last year it was good. this year it was much better! maybe the teams could be smaller - 8 people are just manageable in that 

kind of communication if you ask me... 

  maybe not a 24 hour but over a span of 2 days with 12 hour intervals. 

  to atleast not leave out other team members opinions 

  for virtual i dont know. but for physical ones,is to get comfortable chairs that you are able to work on for long hours 

  to implement some kind of a system that does not allow people to disappear or at least provide them with some kind of punishment. 

  maybe not so much pitching. or private pitching so we dont have to wait for other group 

  detailed prehand communication as to how this works and whats expected. this was my first experience and too mich time was spent on trying 

to understand things that i feel should have been  ommunicated from the onset 

  somethimes maybe a bit clearer on the schedule 

  think carefully about which students are allowed to participate and really make sure they know what theyre getting into. cause i had the 

feeling some of the students on my team didnt know what they were getting into 

  i wanted to drop out because it didnt seem really it related and more business which i really dont like. maybe advertise more that its not a 

hackathon but more of a project building. 

  yes of course! 

  the fact that the creativity workshop was (or at least felt) longer than the time we were assigned to brainstorm really drags down the overall 

flow of the hackathon. i understand there were time constraints but its a shame there was no prioritization. 

  a lot off motivation 

  to keep on learning 

  maybe not as long, because it is exausting, i dont really know how i will be able to go to work tommorow. :) 


